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EPIGRAPH 
 

 
 

The intuitive mind is a sacred gift and the rational mind is a faithful servant. We have 
created a society that honors the servant and has forgotten the gift. We will not solve the 
problems of the world from the same level of thinking we were at when we created them. 
More than anything else, the new century demands new thinking. We must change our 

materially based analyses of the world around us to include broader, more 
multidimensional perspectives. 

-Albert Einstein 
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This document stands as evidence, a creative action parallel to the materials 

referenced inside of it. It is an attempt to catalogue and present the viscera of research 

culminating my graduate studies at the University of California San Diego. It contains 

multiple phases and dialects specific to each phase.  

Landscapes remind people of who they are is a continuous developing practice. 

The performance of foreground is a region formed, developed and discovered by the 

conditions set through the elements of the practice. It is time sensitive, is there a way to 

create more space with less time? 
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The practice is elemental, researching time during sunrise and sunset. It is inside 

and outside, it is the research of meeting places. The practice seeks to use dance as a field 

of knowledge. It requires commitment to a rigor that tells you what it needs, including 

but not limited to time, attention and physical presence. It requires tuning into curiosity 

and generosity in relationship to the worlds’ surroundings. It requires an appetite for un-

knowing. It requires you to discover and learn the continuous languages of place, space 

and relationship and to allow the body to become an active conduit for this information. 
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 “Yet language is never to be trusted as it too participates in the many intimate forgeries, 
another costuming of psyche and emotion.”  

Jen Joy The Choreographic 
 

 

Proposition 

This document stands as evidence, a creative action parallel to the materials 

referenced inside of it. It is an attempt to catalogue and present the viscera of research 

culminating my graduate studies at the University of California San Diego. It contains 

multiple phases and dialects specific to each phase.  

Landscapes remind people of who they are is a continuous developing practice. 

The performance of foreground is a region formed, developed and discovered by the 

conditions set through the elements of the practice. It is time sensitive, is there a way to 

create more space with less time?  

The practice is elemental, researching time during sunrise and sunset. It is inside 

and outside, it is the research of meeting places. The practice seeks to use dance as a field 

of knowledge. It requires commitment to a rigor that tells you what it needs, including 

but not limited to time, attention and physical presence. It requires tuning into curiosity 

and generosity in relationship to the worlds’ surroundings. It requires an appetite for un-

knowing. It requires you to discover and learn the continuous languages of place, space 
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and relationship and to allow the body to become an active conduit for this information.1 

“Including how art builds on or generates what we understand as knowledge, the 

unreliable framing of what is inside and what is outside the rehearsal room or analogous 

sphere of inquiry.” Kathryn Profetta speaks to the constitution of research inside arts 

practices in her book Dramaturgy in Motion. She touches upon the notion of what 

research is and how it is considered as a model for artistic practice and the body as 

archive. She speaks of research in two registers, the first, is research as the act of 

compilation. The second register is research is a creative act; that which has been created 

not compiled.  

The performance foreground, was collectively formed, discovered and curated via 

extensive research with collaborators Anne Gehman, and Veronica Santiago Moniello, 

for whom the work would be entirely different without.  Further collaborative 

contributions with Musician Chris Warren including acoustic and electronic instillation 

performance work, Sound Design and vocal recording with Dylan Neilson, Lighting 

Design with Brandon Rosen and Gwik Young, Set Design with Samatha Rojales and 

Stage Management with Mandy Nussbaum. In addition, the entire student crew who 

assisted during performance production all had a part in the research of this work.  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  Referencing	  a	  discussion	  paralleling	  research	  methods	  from	  Contact	  Improvisation	  
pioneer	  Steve	  Paxton	  and	  Dance	  Theatre	  Legend	  Pina	  Bausch	  “departing	  from	  not	  
knowing	  and	  using	  dance	  as	  a	  field	  of	  knowledge.”	  “the	  common	  thread	  of	  the	  
research	  model	  for	  artistic	  practice	  	  is	  that	  the	  artist	  or	  artists	  depart	  from	  a	  
founding	  question	  or	  questions	  and	  develop	  the	  performance,	  if	  not	  as	  an	  answer,	  
then	  as	  an	  articulation	  of	  provisional	  findings	  that	  might	  make	  those	  questions	  
contagious.”	  (Profetta	  2015)	  
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Phase1 

Submission of research proposal to the Scripps Coastal Reserve 

Project Description: A Moving Survey- Landscapes remind people of who they are 
 
The Scripps ecological reserve is the site I propose for the final phase of my MFA thesis 
research and performance. I propose to work via the moving body inside the Scripps 
coastal reserve and surrounding architectural spaces; the meeting places between land, 
sea, and architecture. The unique natural landscape and milieu of architectural habitats or 
systems that border the protected areas of the reserve are unique to this NRS site and are 
included as an integral part of this project. My current research involves the physiological 
connections we have to our environments and each other. The work seeks to make felt 
how the simple presence of movement in a space affects not only the space itself but also 
the nature of the work. The project intends to reveal environmental contexts through a 
series of relational crosscurrents through place and space.  
 
Research Questions: 
 
How might our physiological interactions function/fluctuate between the living systems 
on the natural reserve and the systems of architectural spaces surrounding the reserve, 
inside and outside? 
 
What does it mean to be in a state of dance: embodied moving awareness and presence 
moment to moment attending to the environment the way the moving body knows? 
 
How and in what ways can attending to people and place via the state of dance change 
situations/circumstances?  
 
How might systems for interactions take place that reveal ecological interdependency 
through direct relational proximity? 
 
How do the architecture of our spaces inform the ways in which we establish convention 
of performance and interaction? 
 
How do we track our interactions based on our environments? 
 
How do we understand the environment through movement practice?  
 
What does our engagement in movement practice reveal about our relationships to  
Broader ecologies? 
 
How do we differentiate and make meaning in interaction with different bodies and  
Environments?
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How do we perceive relationships between the environment and the moving body? 
 
What are ecological approaches to making dance? 
 
How might performance work extend ecological consciousness? 
 
How can dance and performance reveal the abundance of ecological processes going on 
in our daily lives?  
 
Preliminary Data: 
 
Ricean School Residency Hydra, Greece August 2015 
 
During my residency this summer I engaged in a practice called Day out of Time; a  
 
Proposition from movement artist and scholar Vitoria Kotsalou. The parameters for this 
practice are as follows:  
 
Day out of Time, is an outdoor personal and social practice that allows for coming into 
contact with the personal, social and universal realms without the necessity for 
Production. It is an offering and a way of navigation. Process rather than form and in 
this way to observe how time engages and its relation is with intuition-how intuition 
informs time. A study of linking study to experience, of linking the fact of the landscape of 
the body focusing the mass of the mind into an intuitive process of dancing- landmarks of 
unknown territory.  
 
During this practice I spent one full day sunrise to sunset in one spot at the meeting place 
of land and sea. The parameters: How can you be in the state of dance for the duration of 
the practice? 
 
This practice has been extremely influential towards my final thesis work and in the ways 
I engage with the world and approach dance and performance making. If the meeting 
place between a person and their environment can exist through a space of attention to 
continuously perceive, be influenced by subtle sensing perceptions of life around them, 
how might that change the way we know the world? How might a performance come 
from this place? 
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Proposal Details:  
 
Movement research on the Scripps ecological grounds and surrounding architectural 
structures culminating in a final performance that will travel from natural landscape into 
architecturally built spaces January 21-23, 2016. For the purpose of documentation this 
research project will employ, writing, video, photography and sound recording as a 
means of documenting research findings and curating the performance event. I propose to 
utilize the interior space of one of the following main architectural structures for the final 
performance event in January and as time and space permit throughout the research 
process October 2015-January 2016.  
 
1.) The IGPP 4301 Revelle Conference Room, surrounding elevators, staircases and  
 
Bridges. 
 
2.) The Martin Johnson House deck, grassy area, and natural coastal overlook.  
 
3.) The Surfside building and nearest lifeguard tower.
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The mystical is not how the world is, but that it is. 

Ludwig Wittgenstein 

 

 

Phase 2 

Regions of form: intersection and interdependence 

The proposition and the doing 

 

I invited four dancers and one musician to be a part of my thesis production.  I 

wanted to work with my fellow cohorts in the dance program to create something. I 

invited this particular group of people because of each unique voice and sense of trust, 

mutual respect and working chemistry between us.  I also knew that it was unlikely 

everyone would be able to commit simply because of availability. Of the five, three were 

able to commit to the schedule, dancers Anne Gehman, Veronica Santiago Moniello, and 

Musician Chris Warren. Later in the process, approximately one month and a half prior to 

the performance dates a team of students designated by the department of Theatre and 

Dance came into the project. Set Designer Samantha Rojales, Lighting designers Brandon 

Rosen and Gwik Young, Sound designer Dylan Neilson, and Stage Manager Mandy 

Nussbaum.  We run parallel. We show up we practice we attempt to bring all of ourselves 

all the time we fail we try again.
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Invitation 

October 11, 2015 

My Body Did Everything I Asked It -it works small, the history thing. Small things 
make big changes 
It seems impossible to ask you  
Except 
I continue to return to the impossibility of not asking you 
I compose and recompose this message and decide it’s too much to ask this- but- without 
the question there will be no space for the possibility  
Please consider this is an invitation to be a part of my thesis project.  
 
Details and dates: 
January 2016 
Fri.15, Sat.16, Tue.19, Wed. 20-tech and spacing  
Thur. 21, Fri.22, Sat.23-performance at dusk  
 
The research I am involved with is threefold 
 
1. Sound space- shifting states- fluid  
2. Actions and rules (individual and collective) 
3. Time travel and alternate realities 
 
I came to the realization a few days ago that the research process I am steeped in is not 
separate from this invitation and its multiple iterations the unseen iterations......the 
weekly versions......perhaps you sensed them waiting in my Gmail drafts folder.........what 
I can offer is a space that is both recuperative and generative......a space that highly 
values and respects you and the knowledge and expertise you carry....... 
 
Is there a way to create more space with less time? 
 
Questions and Desires:     
Ideally rehearsal will happen twice per week 2 evenings, 2 early mornings... 1evening 
and 1morning?- (one inside one at the coast line/beach) 
Are you available? 
Is this something you are interested in? 
Do you want to have a longer conversation?  
Is it impossible?  
Do you desire something else? 
___________? 
 
With Love, 
 
Emily
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After the first sunrise practice the structure became clear we would meet every 

Tuesday morning just before sunrise. We would be in physical practice together outside 

from approximately 5:30-8:00am at the Scripps Coastal Reserve. After our physical 

practice we would have breakfast reflect together and harvest our experiences through 

conversation and writing. It is during these conversations the emergence of a particular 

morning dialect between the three of us began forming. This dialect extended into our 

sunset practices as well.  Some of this language served as a translation for physical 

impulses and became shorthand for choreographies we would call up later.  

The words or phrases became objects of choreographies. These objects became signifiers 

for calling up the choreographies.  The act of calling these manifestations into action 

became the signified.  I love the way Erika Fischer-Lichte speaks to this phenomenon of 

translating the sensual impression. In her book The Transformative Power of 

Performance she says  

Sensual impressions” can therefore be more accurately described as meaning of 
which I become conscious through specific sensual impressions. None of these 
impressions can be easily expressed linguistically. I might actually have trouble 
putting them into words, finding them ultimately incommensurable with linguistic 
expression and only very inadequately describable. This circumstance strongly 
suggests that these meanings can be equated to states of consciousness but not to 
linguistic meanings  

 

She goes on to delineate between the sensual impression and the emergence of the 

associative power of meaning where the association may result in unintentional meanings 

the unintended meanings she describes as an instance of emergent meaning. 
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Rehearsal notes: First Sunrise  

Tuesday November 3, 2015  

Time  
Landing Land in the land 
State of dance 
Tour 
 
4:45 a.m. wake up start coffee still dark- gather things feels like a trip- known and un-
known where am I going sense of excitement time. 
More traffic than I expected I am a little late to pick up Veronica and make it to the coast 
by 5:30. I make it to Veronica by 5:30 we make it to the coast by 5:40.  I notice the light 
shifting as I drive the sky is shifting by the minute visible by the light. 
We meet Anne and walk down the steps to the water I don’t say anything really we walk- 
I am aware again that I haven’t told them much about what I’m thinking about the work. I 
feel I have said just enough but I question myself and wonder how much is needed to be 
known right away- how much do I say to begin- what is necessary what is unnecessary 
for this? 
My mind is reeling with so many thoughts concerning the work and the political stress of 
artistic research happening in an institution. I don’t want to transmit this to my 
collaborators- this is not the work of this work. 
The proposition is that we will participate in the physical practice together outside 
collecting embodied information allowing the environment to translate itself through our 
physical impulses.  
And  
We are researching this time of day  
Setting up taking care of the process is very present -this is very important to the work 
and me. Each moment sets a tone a tonality how do we want to live inside this work? 
Because the work is ours it is coming from me and also them- what are the roles? What 
are the expectations?  
Collaboration- aesthetic/artistic license?        
The sound of the waves becomes louder as we descend onto the sand the color of the 
landscape has shifted it shifts and shifts and shifts 
The sky is grey hazy blue violet reflected in the color of the water the iridescence of the 
sand, green brown seaweed.  Seagulls glide and float on the wind currents.  
 
We are standing together I tell them about my experience in Greece and the practice The 
Day out of Time  
How can we be in the state of dance together for these next hours and what is that? What 
does it mean? What does it do to you? How? 
We are landing experiencing time landing in the land. Later we will walk up into the 
architecture (I have a place I want to take them, a tour kind of and I think its a bit of an 
agenda but because of the time we have for this project somehow it feels important and I 
also wonder is it necessary- it’s there in the back of my mind a plan of sorts)
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I get the sense that Anne and Veronica are leaving me, dancing with me, but also leaving 
me and I realize again I haven’t said much about the context of myself and the work, a 
particular way of working – I go to them and Anne asks “are you in?” I say yes I think 
I’m in. And then I’m in- it was so strange for me not knowing really how to say I’m 
performing in the work because it’s not a given- I had the thought that if somehow me 
being in wasn’t working I could be outside.  
I am aware of the internal external role -this is something I have thought of a lot. This 
dynamic is a bit new for me. Outside of solo work, I have never been in my own work 
while also directing the process. I have experience being on the outside directing and I 
have been inside a lot in a fully collective process where the initial seeds for working 
ideas are collectively gathered and directed. I am really interested in this way of working 
and so I wondered how this work could function with those values and along side this 
other more specific personal research.  
It feels important for me to be in my thesis as a performer and maker. I have questions of 
authorship and I wonder if this changes whether or not I perform in the work? 
Internal/external  
Internal outside  
Internal inside 
External inside 
External- outside 
Internal dialogue concerning the work while practicing, wanting to stop but also dealing 
with the flow or shift and taking care of time. - Working chatter-self referential working 
chatter I don’t like it – I think once we have a few more rehearsals and time together 
settling into and finding the work this will subside- it’s about trusting the work. 
What does this work call for so that it can be trusted? 
Time  
Patience 
It needs a narrower frame it’s too big for itself multiplicities’ and many pieces at once- 
this is the work.
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The key to multi-level existence is deep listening. Deep listening includes all sound  
As well as language and its syntax, the nature of its sound, atmosphere, and  
environmental context. This is essential to the process of unlocking layer after layer  
of imagination, meaning, and memory, down to the cellular level of human  
experience. Listening is the key to performance. Responses--whatever the  
discipline--that originate from deep listening are connected in resonance with being  
and inform the artist, art, and audience in an effortless harmony. 
 

Pauline Oliveros, composer 
 

 

 

Phase 3 

Objects of the work: Poetics of form post foreground 

Fragments 

Singing bowl  

Sea glass and plastic 

Natural/ Built 

Visual 

Sensual- tactile taste touch 

Aural 

Poetic 

Meeting translations manifestations 

 

Sunrise 

Driving over the bluff down to the sea the hillside speckled with houses the deep indigo 

and starry sky in the morning. The work has its own time. It’s telling me and I must 

listen, it must be sustainable.
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It’s dark I feel the chill of the wet sea breeze hit my skin as I get out of the car. The state 

of the morning, tired and awake I drank coffee that I prepared the night before although 

my stomach can’t stomach all of it. I am addicted enough to feel safer with the jolt of 

caffeine driving a modest number of miles at 5 am.  

 

The land of modernism, light blue tile, static clean lines and simple buildings carry a 

retrofit grandeur in size and feel. A white overhang structure held up by concrete pillars, 

the architecture is circa 1960’s. Painted metal railings adorn the sides of concrete steps 

leading down hill towards the ocean we face west. We travel between two large buildings 

on our way down the steps toward the sea. The quickness of light- the stars become less  

visible with each breath. The sky gradates lighter through tones of blue hazy gray until 

the stars are veiled completely by the lightness of the sun. The water is opulent. Beings 

are all around us.    

 

Displaced placement, a rose garden just above the shore line, a low one story wooden slat 

building, reflective glass windows, aloe plants planted in beds carved out between miles 

of concrete. Yellow, pink, cream, red scented garden, roses do not grow naturally here at 

the coastline.  Wooden benches, doors, entryways into offices leading into old worn 

hallways, office spaces lined with indoor blue gray carpet. Maps of the ocean floor hang 

on the walls inside. Softness sensual rose petals on skin. The state of the rose is fluid and 

light, tactile caressing like silk, like a soft warm breeze activating the skin. 

 

The garden becomes the landscape. Placed here, it must be constantly worked on, space 

must always be carved out here. Nutrients implanted into the soil, scheduled clippings, 

pest control. Survival is impossible without this effort this maintenance. The lifestyle of 

the rose garden is in stark contrast to the natural coastal landscape surrounding it. There 

is a comfort being in this garden, perhaps because it serves as a placeholder for time. It 

was planted in dedication, long before the new buildings and the aloe plants, before the 

sidewalks were concretized. Most of the plants here are transplants, the green grassy 

lawn, and the fire in the sky trees, ice plant and palms along the embankment. 
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The walkway along the coast, like a slope of time. The slope is slick with granules of 

sand, just enough sand to slide in tennis shoes with a little pressure under foot.  

The stepped slope down, dirt, the peeling paint, the cold metal railings, the new spider 

webs, the piles of windswept dirt, sand, leaves and cobwebs collected in the corners of 

the concrete steps down to the beach. 

 

Bits of colorful plastic collect here at the base of the steps at high tide. The colors of trash 

in the sparkly sand, brilliant pinks and blues, florescent orange and green, clear, 

shimmery, catching glints of sunlight. A spray bottle cap, earplugs, shards of in 

discernable broken containers, wrappers, ribbon, party leftovers, beer cans, bits of 

clothing, underwear, a t-shirt, broken goggles, sex wax. These remnants are evidence of 

certain kind, collected from civilizations worn, washed, and displaced.   

 

People: the joggers, the dog walkers, the surfers, the early business risers, the late night 

party kids who haven’t gone to bed yet, the bakers delivering pastries, and the building 

maintenance folks. The woman wearing blue pushing her cleaning cart an old radio 

attached to the handle.  

 

Eventually the sun rises higher in the sky, rays of light glimpse through buildings, 

providing long geometric patches of sun to stand in. Warmth. Open jackets sweaters 

allowing the direct current of the sun onto the skin, into the body, the torso, the face, the 

sternum catches the sun it is glorious and requires only location for warmth.  

 

 

 

Sunset 

Driving over the bluff the sun is bright about an hour from setting in the sky hazy washed 

golden pink violet gray blue the expanse of the pacific and sky swallows everything. The 

enormity of it is stunning and causes the physical response of simultaneous contraction 

and release. 
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Parking lot, dirt, plants, steep hillside just watered, rain, steep steps, tired body 

compacted from the day, physical pressure, heavy bags.  

Silver oblong poles appear strand like, a suspended metal and concrete walkway over 

dark asphalt. A bridge made up of shine and spongy concrete. High enough above the 

landscape of buildings below it appears a direct walkway straight out into the ocean.  The 

illusion of the visual field, seeing, like drawing is an illusionary act.  

 

Glass elevator, orange metal trim, dark wood planks circa 1970’s. Pagoda inspired 

complex, eucalyptus trees. A sign on the side of the building reads: Institute for 

Geophysics and Planetary physics a printed symbol of an equilateral triangle, a concave 

arc centered at its tip, a full circle hovering inside this crescent shape.  

 

Covered balcony, benches, double doorway, vertically stepped wooden inlay, rusty lock, 

grey cream plastic magnetic key card entry circa early 1990’s, simple metal pull down 

door handle.  Just inside another set of doors same magnetic key card access. A Patio, 

glass walls partition the expansive ocean overlook on each glass partition the same etched 

symbol, twenty-one total. Four metal tables rusty round metal chairs, three large 

umbrellas, cream mildewing canvas, a sign reads: Revelle Conference Room 4301.  

 

Second set of doors, an enclosed vestibule, wooden panel walls, that like butterfly wings, 

shed slightly when touched. Sun bleached framed awards hang here in non -committal 

places. Three large-scale photographs circa 1970’s are printed and mounted on 

particleboard. Screwed into the door and walls. It seems these are the original intended 

images for the room. The largest one centrally located is a bleached out black and white 

photograph of a man in swimming trunks on a beach. He is robust, bare chested wearing 

a chain with a round medallion. He appears middle aged, has large sideburns, a receding 

hairline and a bit of a comb over. His image is in the foreground center close enough to 

evade the view of his feet. His left leg propped up knee bent, left elbow resting on his 

knee. He appears a bit smarmy; as if his gaze unapologetically owns anything it sees. His 

image becomes impetus for the choreography we name Tropical Mafia.  
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Vertical hanging blinds clank against each other when brushed by or opened. A third set 

of double doors; a larger room, multiple foldable veneer wooden tables and lightweight 

rolling chairs live in this space. The view across the space reveals a large brown concave 

chalkboard wall, lined with a curved wooden chalk tray.  To the right, a wall fitted with 6 

panel flat screens capable of becoming one very large screen.  

 

Facing West directly across from the wall of flat screens is a framed wall of glass 

revealing the ocean. Heavy, cream colored, synthetic, semi transparent curtains cover this 

wall of windows. The curtain string is an extra long disintegrating cotton cord that lives 

in a pile to the left of the wall. Two sides of this wall are large double glass sliding doors 

that lead out onto the patio space.   

 

Each controlled by individual dimmer switches, interior lights, warm tones and 

fluorescent bulbs. A projector hangs in the middle of the space the room is carpeted with 

the same gray blue industrial carpet in the vestibule.  There are several circular metal 

floor outlets in the space.  There is another doorway accessing a small hallway exit 

outside, two bathrooms and a kitchen area with a sink and a microwave and extra tables. 

 

Glass elevator, orange metal trim gray rubber circle non-stick floor metal rails inside 

fluorescent lighting view of the oceanic landscape. Buttons with numbers that light up 

with a little concentrated pressure. 
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Beginning to know time or its absence through the constantly shifting color of the world 

around us the colors of time: 

Blue gray indigo 

Blue gray violet 

Blue gray violet pink 

Blue gray pink violet haze 

Blue gray pink rose fire 

Blue gray pink rose gold 

Blue gray rose gold 

Blue gray golden silver 

Blue gray silver opulence  

White gray fire rose blue violet 

Soft peach white blue gray  

 

 

Physical collections 
 
Sensations/Impulse:  
The experience of being strangers and becoming recognized over time.  

Cold breeze on face, hands, cold hands, whipping through the fibers in my pants cold 

nose (causing it to run) puffy eyes cool breeze against my open eyes. Warm panting 

breath against hands then cool. Rubbing hands friction folding joints gliding, friction 

body parts against own body parts thighs arms against legs trunk against thighs.  

The soft collection of clothing layers around me soft tired limbs of Anne and Veronica 

The meeting of bodies simultaneously hum of shiver constant internal friction constant 

warming creating heat and the calm of waking up the cold tired body of the morning.  

Languid morning body and the certain pain of cold joints.  

 

Physical state induced by shifting temperatures: Physical state change temperature shift- 

contraction of muscles vibrating insulation- muscular release after firing for hours -

absorption increase surface area to catch warmth from sun.
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 The shiver the constant buzz from the insides to keep warm – follow the shiver 

transforms into shaking, shaking for the necessity to keep warm. Percussive rhythms 

reveal themselves. Limbs close to body, bodies close, articulate feet/toes, quick little 

steps, close turns, touch for warmth. Cold joints, hips, shoulders, knees small circular 

motions at major joints warming up from the inside out -synovial fluid- constant motion. 

Sandy sidewalk evenly sloped, sliding feet, muscular tone modulation.  

Sandy beach: uneven constantly shifting surface, sinking, constant subtle sinking each 

step falling, catching at the joints, imbalance/balance response.  

Wet packed sand soft-give-sink, resistance: wet resistance, dry resistance.  

Constant off balance falling catching large expansive body momentum wave round 

continuous unruly movement unstopping. Soft warm temperate and cold dry lightness 

collecting piles sifting falling molding through pressure of limbs, grooving. Cold wet 

sand coating weighty pliable shapeable dragging drawing. Balance on seaweed piles 

fibrous sinking wet popping -joints catching muscles fire to catch balance. Cold breeze 

on face hands cold hands sending touching face- warm breath clothing cover. Seaweed 

sticky gooey light responsive to wind sailing popping  

Play  

Hard cold round metal pillars slick surfaces rolling sliding weight support 

Cold concrete  

Metal grate 

Soft firm wooden deck easy on joints hollow pockets provide spacious reverberations 

through the system of the body 

Splintery edges –(care) 

Sticky door pull physical reverberation 

Solid concrete edges along three sides molded with wooden planks the concrete 

translation of wooden textures evident in the solid surfaces an orange door with a sign 

reading elevator machine room.  

Outdoor metal outlets with doors that snap over the electrical sockets
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 Aural  

Still crisp calm air 

Light breeze distant freeway noise 

Electric hum of the yellow lights 

Rustle of leaves soft rustle 

The near distant crash of waves –fills the air close to the ocean 

Womb like sounding of the pacific envelops everything volume increases  

Crunch of dry leaves on concrete  

Tennis shoes against wet dew coated sidewalk 

Bare feet pattering down the cold sidewalk  

Yelping voices running cold surfers   

Gusts of strong wind whistling through buildings 

Tree branches whipping cracking 

Zippers against metal railings  

Birds chirping 

Dogs running collars jingle panting running growling pounce of paws against pavement 

and then grass 

The automatic shut off and the absence of the hum of the yellow lights  

Soft scarf brushing against my coat close soft fabric sounds 

Breath sounds panting warming 

Jet engine planes grazing the sky 

Cleaning cart wheels pushed along uneven pavement  

Electric golf cart maintenance vehicles thick rubber tires asphalt  

Shoes sliding against sand on sidewalk 

Soft mush of dry sand   

Surround hums of helicopter flight and echo away 

Increasing voluminous sounds of waves crashing relentless 

Sound of ocean spray being thrown up into the air and landing back again crack of huge 

waves hitting the shore  

High tide reaching the concrete steps 
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Repetitive suction of receding water  

Seagull calls 

Distant vocal sounds of surfers indiscernible syllabic tones  

Crowds of surfers whooping yelping many feet pattering on packed wet sand  

Thick wet air cushioning all the sounds  

Click of boots on concrete 

Drag of shoe over metal grate ringing reverberation 

Hollow buoyant sound of boots against wooden deck 

Elevator button click  

Opening of elevator doors slide/ding of arrival   

Hum of cables pulling the small metal room pulling up or down through elevator shaft 

Rubber boots against concrete walls  

Snap of metal electrical socket covers 

  

Scents 

Salty air currents carry occasional pungent scents of decay. Fresh seaweed rose sweet 

scents cut grass coffee frying bacon pancakes sweet pine.  

Smell of storm sweet windy cold eucalyptus leaves 

Wet wooden planks 

Tinny scent of wet metal  

Warm stuffy room worn wooden walls dust 

Cold stagnant re circulated air 

Chalk dust  

Large-scale electronics smell of electricity plasma and plastic  

Burning UN microwavable paper cups  

Retro scent of heavy synthetic curtains  

Shedding wooden walls 

Dampness of swollen wooden door jams and sea air 

Rusting metal patio furniture
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Choreographic dialects 

Wave lines along shore lines/ inside veins nervous system 

Travel lines internal external travel through space along shore  

Beach wood balance intermediary between feet and sandy beach bottom balance- uphill 

effort downhill glide negotiation  

Seaweed cervical spine  

Birds flight patterns swoop fall 

Flocks of baby sand pipers seamless moving group  

Surfers’ momentum  

Like this the ocean becomes the sky 

The dancing leaves attention with the trees  

Uncontainable and the attempt 

Writing in the sky 

A borrowed meeting 

Look where you came from and where you are going 

Tropical Mafia warming from the inside  

Tropical Mafia beat box 

Anne and Veronica threshold duet 

Balloon ribbon trio 

Tide pulling (pooling) hands into arms whole body currents 

Solo meditations 

Rose petal naked and flower  

Ribbon feather 

Tables cannot contain  

Simultaneous table and floor crawl  

Curtain rope Anne at chalk board 

Podium land Bottom Ocean 

This is the past this is the future the time of Tuesday mornings  

Across bridge  

Chair conversations
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5 generations –totems you could rest here.... I used to rest here  

5 wishes  

Triangle totem stand 

Constellation mapping 

Seaweed air balloons seaweed dances  

Goo 

Seal head 

Fins 

Wind 

Shell color  

Shell trio 

Wall 

 

Poetic Dialects: collective bodies 

Stars 

 Time-timelessness -body time -time of the tides -architectural time -time travel –

interstitial time- work time –the color of time- linear time –cyclical time- what kind of 

work- what kind of time?  

The earths orbit around the sun  

5 wishes  

Threshold rite of passage displaced placement  

Remembering the moon  

Generations and conversations with chairs  

What the darkness reveals and what is veiled by the sun.  

The color of time the uncontainable and the attempt.  

Star mapping -ancestral bodies  

One question  

Slices of trees telling the future paving it  

Are you late or are you early for future event opulent liquid light golden silver elemental 

singing trees the meeting place land and sea.
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She said, “You can if you want to but I already did something.”  

The meeting place 

Accidental mafia  

Never by boat  

The many veils of politeness  

Oceanic floor fascia and interstitial time interstitial fluid the fluid of the connective tissue 

The unnoticed 

The noticed unnoticed 

The unseen 

No one tells the ocean to soften 

 

The color of time -the uncontainable and the attempt- ancestral bodies remembering the 

moon-generations and conversations with chairs- 

-Wishes-  

What the darkness reveals and what is veiled by the sun- 

She said “I only have one question-are you late or are you early for a future event?” 

My Body Did Everything I asked It- 

-It works small- 

-The history thing- 

Small things make big changes 

Body time-timelessness-slices of trees  

Telling the future  

-Paving it- 

Small things make big changes 

Architectural time--the great pacific-the uncontainable and the attempt
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My body is held in the present or, attending a dance performance in 2097 
From the floor, I picked up what I thought was a seed. As it came to life in my hand,  
my thumb rolled across my fingers and dropped it. The spider ran. My hand still  
knows that supple spider body. 

 Simone Forti, dancer 
 

Phase 4 

Performance region formed developed discovered: foreground 

  The following language was used in my initial thesis proposal a year ago. This 

was written prior to my residency experience in Greece. It feels relevant to include it here 

because these ideas of engagement were very present in the process of development of 

foreground.  If Performance is defined as the meeting (exchange) between performer and 

audience, has the capacity to exist as a continual revelatory act for all involved.  It is 

inside the attempt of/at the exchange where we are most permeable and conscious of this 

meeting that multiplicity of experiences can unfold. 

This project seeks to displace expectations through literal shifts of environment, 

using the body in space and time. Defining place and space through arrival and departure,  

And the constant shifts we make through internal and external spaces. Bonnie Bainbridge 

Cohen founder of the school for Body Mind Centering speaks about the bodily fluid 

system in this excerpt from her book Sensing feeling and Action an excerpt from the 

chapter the Dynamics of Flow. 

“All fluids in the body are essentially one fluid--largely made up of water--that changes 

properties and characteristics as it passes through different membranes, flows through 

different channels and interacts with different substances. The fluids begin and end in the 
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cell; it is within the cell that life exists. All other fluids in the body support the life system 

of the cells. The fluid within the cell is called cellular fluid.”  

If the meeting place between audience and performer is paralleled with the properties of 

the fluid system of the body and this meeting place between audience and performer is 

seen as holding the properties of the cellular fluid from which life exists, passes through 

and depends upon. How long can we hold a shared concept of this space? Will it function 

and how?  

 

Our sunset practices inside at the conference room proved magnificently difficult 

at first. It was a surprise to all of us that our 5 am practices came with a kind of 

unexpected sustainable ease especially in such stark contrast to the difficulty that came 

along working in the evening practices. Ultimately it was difficult in a rewarding way. 

Both Anne and Veronica were amazingly committed and we began to know each other 

inside this work in risky and exciting ways. Ways that allowed collisions through the 

work, finding where and how the practices were in relationship was the work. And the 

work was new each time.   Each evening upon entry we found the space cold and static it 

was unwelcoming, it sometimes felt impossible to gather our energy. It felt as if our 

presence was an imposition. After several practices we came to know that we needed to 

ask the space for permission to use it as a gesture of respect. Anne brought her singing 

bowl and this became a ritual to clear the space. The energy there was very strong and 

felt very contained and stagnant compared to our morning practices. How does the 

material collected from our morning practices translate inside? 

What is the material coming from inside the room?
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 I had regular meetings with my advisor Liam Clancy to discuss thesis logistics. These 

meetings included general and, artistic concerns including special space considerations as 

I was working with the Scripps Institute of Oceanography as well as the Theatre and 

Dance department. I mentioned the difficulty of working in the conference room space 

with Liam, I let him know some things we tried and what wasn’t working.  

Around this time I had also realized that I needed to shift my focus temporarily and 

perhaps that was part of it.  I have spent a lot of time thinking about performance as an 

interdependent meeting place and found that I was constantly imaging where people 

would be how they could be invited in how could we create interdependency between 

Anne, Veronica, Myself and at this point fictional audience.  I soon realized that we must 

first discover the work as it manifests itself through us collectively.  And that all of the 

notions for performance and interdependency would all be there to call on if and when 

we needed them.  

Liam offered the following advice: to ask the experience how to engage with it 

and be open to trust the answer as it may reveal itself in potentially unrecognizable ways.  

This advice was such a gift to the process. Ultimately the space opened for us and 

revealed its particular choreography. We found ways that this space needed our care and 

attention and it was only through this softening toward our environment that we were 

able to read it.  
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Choreography as the offering of territory — a physical, habitual, perceptual opening — 
to the ones who will be dancing: a gesture of submission. Of such nature is a sane 
choreographic act, respecting the immense presence of unknown trails in the dim light of 
our collective consciousness’s.  

-Book of Recommendations: choreography as aesthetics of social change 

 

Phase 5 

foreground was the performance event culminating my thesis research. The run of the 

performance happened during sunrise and sunset January 23- February 1, 2016. There 

were a total of six public performances including dress rehearsals, two at sunrise and four 

at sunset. The performance was created and performed at our research site, Revelle 

Conference Room 4301 and the surrounding architectural structures at the Institute for 

Geophysics and Planetary Physics.  

The weather was rainy weeks prior, although we were lucky that it never interfered with 

our rehearsals. We only had one day during our performance run that was incredibly 

windy and cold, luckily the rain had subsided. We modified for the weather and the 

trajectory of the work that day for audience safety. The choreography shifted to the 

bridge outside became heavily induced by the strong winds it was a once in a lifetime 

experience.  

 

foreground  

There were several iterations of the script- the direct address was different with each 

performance. The borrowed meetings happened twice with mixed results. We did not 

borrow meetings during any of the sunrise performances. Several iterations of suggestive 

language providing audience members the opportunity to shift their attention if they 

choose by engaging in their own personal rites of passage and leaving their voice.
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Score/Script 

Chris warren begins in elevator with guitar 

Begin enter bridge ( walk across towards audience) 

Direct address greeting  

Hello 

Welcome to the territory 

a few things: 

You are invited to borrow a meeting with someone, someone here near by perhaps 

someone you don’t already know. Introduce yourself as a fictional persona. Including a 

fictitious name, occupation. Include skills or hobbies any fictitious secrets or adventures, 

include any other fictitious details that you like.  

It is important for you to know that you will never be asked to share this information 

again during this performance.  

We will borrow meetings now. 

-Introduce self as example- all three of us engage with the audience  

 

Now that you have borrowed a meeting it is important for you to know that you have full 

access to travel between this persona and yourself at any time while experiencing this 

performance.2 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2	  The idea to borrow a meeting came out of a desire to give people permission for new 
agency in their experience, perhaps questioning their role as a person going to a 
performance. Imaginably it could give them another lens, another way to participate in 
meeting the performance in ways they normally wouldn’t but maybe their fictional self 
could. The intention was not to be alienating and this proved to have mixed results with 
the audiences we had. Some people chose not to engage at all where others wanted to 
introduce their fictional selves to many people.  
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We will cross the bridge. As you cross the bridge you are invited to take pause in three 

places. In each of these places please look in the direction you came from and look where 

you are going. Really notice these places the details, light, shadow and where you are in 

relationship to them. I invite you if you to consider each of these places of pause a 

personal rite of passage.  

When you hear the color of time allow the leaves to fall3 

Cross the bridge 

5-7 minutes 

Dance happens on the ground floor audience sees from above  

Audience members are given headphones. The headphones are playing sounds recorded 

from inside the conference room. A placed displaced sound. The idea that someone could 

be hearing sounds from an interior space they have not been yet so the potential to 

recognize the memory of the sounds at a later time. Displaced placement: hearing interior 

sounds while experiencing a dance outside from above. 

Choreography: 

Score below- set phrase work 

Uphill effort hillside glide  

Cervical spine seaweed 

This is the moon back of head 

Crossing timelines 

Knees lead going forward 

Toes lead past 

Detour 

Into balloon ribbon 

5 minutes (leaves fall) 

begin audience down elevator musician  

5 rounds 8 minutes- last group to head down in time begin shifting to alcove

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 Fallen eucalyptus leaves from the surrounding trees were collected each day and placed 
in a basket where audience members witness a dance from above.  The color of time is a 
line of text playing via headphones among other sounds recorded from inside the 
conference room. Audience members receive headphones after crossing the bridge.  
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dance in alcove after last group  travels down Chris warren stays on ground floor play 

guitar in alcove  

Choreography: Architecture is choreography clothing and bodies as architecture 

3 minutes (after 3 minutes of collective group on ground floor begin traveling up)  

Travel up in time 8 minutes 

going up in time 

 

dancer rotation taking groups up – Veronica, Emily, Anne shift places each round - we 

will be in transient state this way and will be going with audience. 

 

(Never of arrival, the constant transitory state -how to give the feeling of longing- 

longing to stay longing to continue and needing to move. 

How can each dance continue in the space when we leave?  

The space will never be the same) 

 

 

inside elevator: small instructional elevator performance  

Dylan is in elevator with the recorder and a sign that reads: Please leave your voice 

here.  Wishes will be collectively released into the atmosphere in the future 

“imagine a wish. Allow that wish to manifest through a tone of your voice. (Demonstrate 

by wish toning) I invite you to leave your voice. Thank you”  

 

On the last elevator ride up dropping audience off dancer stay in elevator and go 

back down to pick all performers up from the ground floor- take the stairs up.  

Approx. 31min outside 

 

After leaving voice audience is invited to have some tea and enjoy the sunset/rise. 

Audience is lead into small vestibule after last elevator drop.   

The blinds are closed the lights are on
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Once entire audience enters the doors close lights out (dispersed spacious sounds of us 

speaking text begin) A film of us dancing on the bridge is projected on the vertical blinds 

let imagery from film settle for a minute before beginning to open blinds- glimpses past 

present.4 

Anne, Veronica and Emily live dances behind blinds outside- person working blinds- 

subtle shifts opening and closing 

 

Choreography: slow coat architecture  

 

Chris Warren enters conference room through side hallway sets himself (sun line) and 

sound. He has a table and one lamp he is positioned in front of the wall of TV’s 

 

Blinds close film continues Anne, Veronica, and Emily  set chairs and coats outside- 

quick costume changes in hallway enter space through hallway and begin star mapping. 

Choreography: Star-mapping seeing is the connective tissue 

 

Audience enters large conference room and guided to the rug to the right of the door. The 

dance is already happening 

 

Inside conference room Score 

Star mapping measuring tracking, setting space revealing the in-between what is revealed 

by the dark and what is veiled by the sun. star maps enter through our own systems 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4	  The film projected was made during one sunset practice. The idea of the film happening 
at this point in the small vestibule space was an attempt to call recognition to people of 
where they are now in relationship to where they were on the bridge. As the film is 
projected on the blinds a crewmember slowly opens and closes them. A live dance 
happens on the other side of the window the large expanse of the sun setting/rising 
oceanic landscape behind. This was designed to offer the feeling of containment or 
compression. A longing to keep the view open, a longing to be outside, live projection on 
top of live dance mediated by the windowpane, blinds, the view of the landscape and the 
simultaneous cramped nature of many bodies in one tiny room.  An offering of layers a 
doubling or tripling of simultaneous realities........	  	  
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Transform into  

Veronica and Anne duet –arm tide pooling  

Emily continue mapping measuring distance wall 

Emily Join drawn into duet 

Anne, Veronica, Emily  trio- tide pooling uncontainable  big dancing space cannot 

contain remembering the moon 

 

shifts travel toward chalkboard  

 

Shift –lights  

Simple stand rotation orbit 

long chalk lines  

this is the sound of............ 

 

 

Veronica- “There is only one question is it tropical enough?”  

Pause  

Step into Full tropical Mafia it knows how to enter let it take you but not over. Give it the 

time it needs 

Blue light  

Eraser smoke chalk 

SHIFT  

Permission to travel between Air element (simple chalkboard orbit giving definitions and 

mafia for a shot period  

 

definitions – spoken defined  

Tropical mafia- precession modulation of eccentricity 

Obliquity tilt- stepping into the mystical through sea glass and lifetimes of plastic 

Territory- an area of knowledge, activity, or experience.
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Tropical mafia engages Obliquity Tilt (takes sea glass shakes and throws onto the floor 

an action asking for permission and offering)  

Go to sun line to receive and offer the processional ancestral dance from East to West 

from fire to water.  

Audience recording is played- the collective wishes are released into the atmosphere.  

Once the processional dance reaches the window the threshold Emily and Veronica make 

way through curtain outside while Anne enters curtain text score.   

(the audience is guided to the other side of the space facing west) 

 

Curtain Text score: 

The color of time 

Like this the ocean becomes the sky 

The stars vanish in the spotlight of the sun 

She thought she had it all figured out 

the many veils of politeness 

The color of time -the uncontainable and the attempt- ancestral bodies remembering the 

moon-generations and conversations with chairs- 

-wishes-  

What the darkness reveals and what is veiled by the sun- 

She said “I only have one question-are you late or are you early for a future event?” 

My Body Did Everything I asked It- 

-it works small- 

-the history thing- 

Small things make big changes 

body time-timelessness-slices of trees  

telling the future  

-paving it- 

small things make big changes 

architectural time--the great pacific-the uncontainable and the attempt
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Emily enters rose score at window Veronica into solo. Anne meets Emily at window for 

rose duet.  Veronica continues solo. 

Rose duet builds/transforms/gathers. Anne veils the window and opens the door (can 

Anne and Emily open door sliding together hands on glass) 

-light shift- 

Anne Veronica Emily  -Trio behind curtain veil collecting power object movements 

through symbols on glass and sending/releasing performance manifestations into universe 

with clarity.  

 

Enter circle exit  

Gather curtain 

 

-End-  
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Reflection 

I don’t have singular answers to the questions posed in this paper. I believe that 

by continuously engaging in questions like: How do we understand the environment 

through movement practice? What are ecological approaches to making dance? How do 

the architecture of our spaces inform the ways in which we establish convention of 

performance and interaction? Etc. These questions carry with them the potential to make 

more space by means of finding new or other ways to engage in the world. More 

functions for engagement create more collective experiential history for everyone 

involved.  This feels very exciting and relevant on a micro and macro level. 

The ultimate desire in creating the performance of foreground was to offer a 

sensuous experience that could be received by anyone without forcing or alienating 

people. It is impossible to be inside the experiences of those who came. Knowing some 

things about the conditions, what we can attempt is to meet people wherever and however 

they are and continue to work from the embodied knowledge of our exchanges.  Of 

course the conditions are always shifting moment to moment. 

I know that after the performances I have more questions relating to the container 

of performance time.  The assumptions, the expectations, and the formality of the time 

we name performance. The conditions are specific to the context. The span of 

performance time and the ways in which time is altered, bent, or shifted through mediums 

of memory, representations via photography, video, writing etc.  All contribute to a 

context. In the short span of time between post performance conversations with Anne and 

Veronica and the writing of this paper it feels like a clear and fertile beginning.  
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